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Question: 13

Which component of vRealize Automation delivers event-driven and self-healing configuration management of
software on provisioned resources?

A. Service Broker
B. Code Stream
C. SaltStack Config
D. Cloud Assembly

Answer: C

Explanation:

Reference: https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-vRealize-Automation-SaltStack-Config/services/use-manage-
saltstack-config/GUID-4C757F38-347D-404F-B248-51FDD0D911D9.html

Question: 14

An administrator is responsible for monitoring the capacity and performance of the whole VMware software-defined
data center.

What can help the administrator complete this responsibility?

A. SDDC Health Historic Trend dashboard
B. SDDC Health dashboards
C. SDDC Management Health Overview dashboard
D. VMware vSphere dashboards

Answer: B

Explanation:

Reference: https://www.vmware.com/content/dam/digitalmarketing/vmware/en/pdf/techpaper/vmware-v2d-
foundationra-white-paper.pdf

Question: 15

Which vRealize Operations component should be deployed to a secondary site to ensure vRealize Operations can
receive data from an edge vCenter Server?

A. Remote Collector node
B. Witness node
C. Secondary node



D. Analytics node

Answer: A

Explanation:

Reference: https://docs.vmware.com/en/vRealize-Operations/8.6/vrealize-operations-86-help.pdf

Question: 16

An administrator has been tasked with ensuring that all deployments for a development project are automatically
shutdown and deleted 30 days after they created in an effort to reclaim unused resources.

Which type of policy should the administrator create to achieve this goal?

A. Lease
B. Day 2 Action
C. Resource quota
D. Approval

Answer: A

Explanation:

Reference: https://secure.phabricator.com/D14819

Question: 17

A user would like to automate the update of an already-deployed application that is using a blue-green deployment
model ad also minimize downtime for the application.

Which strategy would meet these requirements?

A. Create a pipeline in Code Stream that uses a Bamboo task to manage the blue and green instances.
B. Create a pipeline in Code Stream with separate stages for the blue and green instances.
C. Create a single cloud template in Cloud Assembly to deploy the blue and green
instances.
D. Create separate cloud templates in Cloud Assembly for the new version of the application.

Answer: B

Question: 18

Which vRealize Network Insight search query is using a nested operator?

A. vm where name not matches â [a-z] vm-delta [0-9] â
B. vm where in (vm where name = âxâ)
C. vms where memory >= 4096 mb
D. vms where ip address != â10.17.0.0/16â



Answer: B

Explanation:

Reference: https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-vRealize-Network-Insight/6.0/com.vmware.vrni.using.doc/GUID-
176F5A09-2325-41EA-A315-58738CB4F117.html

Question: 19

A developer is building a workflow in vRealize Orchestrator and wants to include some code in the workflow by
adding a scriptable task element.

Which three runtimes can be used? (Choose three.)

A. Ruby
B. Python
C. PowerShell
D. Node.js
E. Perl
F. Java

Answer: A,C,E,F

Explanation:

Reference: https://docs.vmware.com/en/vRealize-Orchestrator/8.6/com.vmware.vrealize.orchestrator-using-client-
guide.doc/GUID-13E3704E-A325-4CB1-AF57-45FEBDBBD159.html

Question: 20

Which VMware Cloud Service is used to establish end-to-end flow monitoring for communication between virtual
machines across clouds?

A. vRealize Operations Cloud
B. vRealize Log Insight Cloud
C. vRealize Automation Cloud
D. vRealize Network Insight Cloud

Answer: D

Explanation:

Reference: https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-vRealize-Network-Insight-Cloud/services/Getting-Started-with-
VMware-Network-Insight/GUID-4352A349-09B1-4464-8F5D-72D02DB4E414.html




